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the reasons behind the raman raghav concept was to make a film about the fear and the inability
that has gripped the country, right. so, one day its the jews and the next day its the muslims. thats
why it was about the communalism that is rampant in this country. one day its the british, the next
day its the british. its about the vulnerability of every indian. because india is a very vulnerable place
and india todayis a very vulnerable country because for a certain period of time, every indian is
carrying a flag on their shoulders. every indian is carrying a gun in the palm of their hands to defend
that flag. if you dont have the flag you dont know where you are going to sleep, you are going to
sleep in the bushes, you are not gonna sleep at all. so, thats our bad luck. india has a history of
slavery. india has a history of being raman raghav . and we are living today in raman raghav 2.0. its
the state of the country today and the state of the economy. the economy is not better. india has a
very huge economic problem and that is why we are making such devastating blockbusters like
omar, lust stories. because we know that it will make a lot of money. and that money will pay for the
film, and also pay for the dubbing, and also pay for the music. and after that, it will maybe pay for
the travel expenses of the crew. and we wont be going back to india for two years! that is how it
works. for me it was an even bigger challenge to bring this film with a whole new concept, i did not
know whether i would get funds, whether i would be able to cast the right people, whether the time
span that i wanted to make this film will be there, will be possible to do it. so, it was a huge
challenge and it was the biggest challenge i have ever taken on. i was not able to make that,
because when the film was announced, the festival was announced, it was an issue of like three
months. i had already worked on three other films. so, i was already back and forth, i was working on
those other films. so i was like, i have to put raman raghav 2.0 on hold, because it needs to come on
hold and i cant make this now.
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everyone is pretty much sleeping in ugly, except the relatives of a slain cop. one day, the bomb that
killed his brother goes off, and some newspapers report the death as a suicide. so there is no reason

why people should not be worried about being on the wrong side of the law. especially when they
forget about the nearest neighbour who seems to have witnessed the whole thing. then there is

another murder, this time of a teenager, and they find the victim of the crime in the local bar where
the next murder victim goes. so there is a certain reason for these murders and the police soon

realise that they have to look for other killers. the writer is managing editor, movies at indiafm. he
can be contacted at manish@indianamka.com and can be followed on twitter at @manish.musahir.

joint forces comics, after an extraordinary run for the ages, died at the age of 150. but the demise of
the comic book industry has been a slow, torturous death by a thousand cuts. there is one shop in
chennai where you can get nothing but marvel comics at a price almost matching the going rate in
the us. if you buy a comic from a brick-and-mortar store in chennai, odds are it’s marvel or dc. but

any hope of a revival rests with the small publishers. these are the ones who were the first to go and
restructure the entire industry. they are the ones who had the foresight to take the most risk. you
look at sales of pop music, and see how it’s moved from compact discs to digital downloads. if you

look at the way print and tv media works, you’re going to come to the same conclusion. i firmly
believe that there is a way in which bollywood can be the first industry in india to take this leap into

the 21st century. 5ec8ef588b
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